Introduction
As bioinformatics has been achieving tremendous development since the end of the last century, more and more new proteins are being sequenced. Nevertheless, there always exists a colossal gap between the number of sequenced primary sequences and the number of proteins with unsolved three-dimensional (3D) structures. The slow development on exploring protein's 3D structures was due to the complicated problem itself and lack of effective prediction techniques. Therefore it is necessary to find other efficient tools for predicting the 3D structure of proteins. Among them, the prediction based on contact map is accurate and relatively.
It is well known that a contact map of protein, which may be advanced to the protein tertiary structure prediction and protein folding, is an intermediate state from primary structure to tertiary structure of a given protein [1, 2] . Gromiha [3] reported that long-range interactions inter-residue play an important role in the folding and stability of proteins and they thus can be used to predict the 3D structure of proteins. Vendruscolo [4] argued that even a corrupt contact map can be used to construct its corresponding 3D structure of protein. In addition, regarding the prediction of the contact map, most previous work was focused on traditional methods using various techniques [5] [6] [7] [8] . For instance, PROFcon method using a neural network declared that about 30% of the predicted contacts were corrected, considering all contacts between residue pairs that are separated by at least six residues [9] . The contact map prediction has been much developed so far, but the low prediction accuracy makes it very difficult to be used for predicting the 3D structure of proteins. Therefore, it is necessary to put forward some novel constructive method for predicting the contact map.
To find an efficient approach to predict the contact map of a protein, we construct a support vector machine (SVM) predictor based on hydrophobic cores formed by hydrophobic interactions and grouped by hydrophobic residues. Generally, hydrophobic interaction is considered to be a dominant feature to maintain protein's 3D structure. It is a common knowledge that a region of high hydrophobicity will be energetically stabilized if it is in proximity to another high hydrophobic region, rather than close to a hydrophilic (polar) region. Similar arguments can be concluded for regions of low hydrophobicity too [10] . Furthermore, Gromiha [3] reported that hydrophobic interaction is a dominant force in protein folding and mainly dominated by long-range interactions using a thorough statistics. Thus, we expect that pairs of amino acids in contact are located in the neighborhoods of similar hydrophobicity. Therefore, clustering the natural groups of inter-residue contacts as well as studying the correspondence between the contact clusters and pairs of residues within high hydrophobic regions can improve the prediction accuracy of inter-residue contacts.
In this paper, we address the problem of locating the key inter-residue contact sites by studying the correspondence between the contact clusters and pairs of residues within high hydrophobic regions. At the beginning, we construct a SVM predictor, whose input vectors contain information from sequence profile, from the evolutionary rate and the prediction of secondary structure. The SVM predictor is based on hydrophobic cores that may be considered as locations of groups of neighboring contacts. Therefore, about 35% clustering centers of inter-residue contacts can be predicted accurately.
Methods

Materials and datasets
We obtained 776 protein chains using PDB-REPRDB [11] based on PDB Rel. #2005_05_29. We selected those chains from different proteins solved by X-ray crystallography with a resolution of ≤ 2.0Å and R-factor ≤ 19%. The sequence identity between two selected chains is less than 25%. As a result, 286 proteins were retained after removing 66 protein chains without ConSurf-HSSP [12] files from 352 proteins with only one peptide chain.
Cross-validation
To validate our method, we chose a 2-fold cross-validation test to conduct the related experiments. We divided the data set into two disjoint subsets with each set of approximately same number of protein chains. The training and testing of each SVM were conducted twice using one set for training and the other set for testing. The outputs from SVM were used to analyze the performance of our method.
Encoding scheme for SVM
To encode a residue of interest, we use sequence profile obtained from HSSP database [13] , where each residue is represented by 20 elements whose values are evaluated from multiple sequence alignment and their potential structural homologs. We then add evolutionary rate (1 element), which takes into account the phylogenetic relationships between the homologs and the stochastic nature of the evolutionary process so that the conservation level for each residue can be inferred with Maximum Likelihood (ML) criterion. In practice, the phylogenetic relationships can be obtained by querying ConSurf-HSSP database [12] . Moreover, 3 elements (2 for helix/strand and 1 for other) for the predicted secondary structure were extracted from the PHD predictor [14] , which assigns a type of secondary structure to the encoded residue. Finally, we calculate a new hydrophobic value in terms of AAIndex1 database [15] with two step. First, we apply the principal component analysis (PCA) technique [16] on one constructed matrix, which is the selected set of all the hydrophobic properties of amino acids. Then we consider the eigenvector as the hydrophobic profile in terms of the maximal eigenvalue. Thus, 1 element for new hydrophobic value is attached in the encoded input vector.
To predict the contact map, a pair of residues, i and j, can be used to represent whether they are in inter-residue contact or not. Two sliding windows centered at the residue pair were applied to encode the input data of SVM predictor. As a result, the training vector of the SVM predictor contains 25*9*2=450 elements totally with the sliding window size of 9.
Normalization scheme
It is necessary for us to normalize the input data of SVMs to equalize its range. A general method used in the paper was derived from Karplus et al. [17] . The normalized data y ' can be obtained by the following simply equation:
where μ and σ denote the mean and the standard deviation of the original data y, respectively.
Contact map and contact clusters
In general, a contact map of a polypeptide chain of length N is represented by an N×N matrix S, which is defined in terms of distances between pairs of residues and a given distance cutoff d (usually taken as 8 Å between their C-alpha atoms) [3] :
where d(i,j) denotes the distance between residues i and j. In this work, a pair of residues is in inter-residue contact if the distance cutoff is d<8 and the member of the pair are separated by at least 6 residues in sequence.
Evaluation measures for performance of predictors
Generally speaking, prediction accuracy, representing the ratio of the number of correctly predicted relating clusters to the total number of predicted relating clusters in experiment, is the best index for evaluating the performance of our predictors. However, only 20.4% of the data are relating clusters, which lead to a rather unbalanced distribution of positive (relating clusters) and negative (non-relating clusters) samples. Using such data as training input would result in a SVM classifier classifying all relating clusters as non-relating clusters in a protein's contact map. To obtain a balanced training set, we used the relating clusters and an equal number of randomly sampled non-relating clusters.
To assess our method objectively, two indices, i.e., specificity and sensitivity [18] [19] [20] , are introduced in this paper, respectively.
Let TP be the number of correctly predicted relating clusters, and FP be the number of predicted relating clusters that are in fact non-relating clusters. In addition, let TN be the number of true negatives (non-relating clusters), and FN the number of false negatives. Then the evaluation measures can be computed as follows: 
The correlation coefficient (CC) is a measure of how well the predicted cluster labels correlate with the actual cluster labels.
Results and discussion
It is well-known that the residues in contact always gather together in one contact map. As discussed in [3, 21] , two contacts (i, j) and (k, l) are taken to be in same cluster if they are close together on the contact map, Figure 1 illustrates the results of the contact clusters for the PDB entry of 1md6. The protein 1md6 has one peptide chain with 154 residues. It is observed that there exists a certain correspondence between the contact cluster set and the set of pairs of residues in high hydrophobic cores. For instance, the cluster No. 16 in Figure 1 is correspondence with the pair of high hydrophobic cores (41, 57). Here, we use "relating inter-residue contact cluster" (simply as "relating cluster") to represent a correspondence between a contact cluster and a pair of residues in high hydrophobic regions, and "non-relating inter-residue contact cluster" (or "non-relating cluster") to representing no such correspondence otherwise. Table 1 . Accession number of properties in Aaindex1 by querying "hydrophobicity" of interest
SVM predictor
# The accession number extracted from Release 8.0 of AAIndex1 database possesses the property of hydrophobic scale of amino acids.
To construct the SVM predictor, we calculate a new hydrophobic scale extracted from AAIndex1 database, which contains 516 physical and chemical properties of amino acids [15] . As a result, 25 hits are obtained by querying "hydrophobicity" of interest in the AAIndex1 dataset. They are shown in Table 1 . In order to extract important features from the 25 hits (or properties in AAIndex1), we applied principal component analysis (PCA) [16] on the selected set of properties. Generally, the PCA technique can reduce the dimensionality of a given set of data, and produce a new set of principal components. The first principal component accounts for the maximum variation of the original data, and the second one accounts for the next highest variation and so on. Here, the first principal component accounts for 91.4% variation of the 25 properties and the representation of this component space is considered to be a new hydropathy scale. It will be used to the training vector of our SVM predictor. To clearly illustrate the SVM predictor, we make a comparison between the number of contact clusters and the number of relating clusters of inter-residue contacts for our protein data set. If a pair of residues in high hydrophobic regions is in correspondence with one clustering class of inter-residue contacts, the target value (for training input vector) of SVM predictor is set to 1; otherwise, the target is 0. As a result of the thorough statistical analysis of the correlation between pairs of residues within high hydrophobic regions and the clustering classes of inter-residues contacts over the dataset, about 94.4% clustering classes are in accordance with the pairs of high hydrophobic regions. That is to say, about 94.4% contact clusters are mapping to H and the rest are mapping to H . The correspondence is also shown in Figure 2 . From this figure, it can be seen that the larger the sequence of a protein, the less number of relating clusters involving in high hydrophobic regions is to correspond with the number of natural contact clusters. In this case, the tendency may affect the accuracy of our contact prediction.
Performance of SVM
To predict the inter-residue contact centers, we propose a novel inter-residue contact prediction approach in that its input information is based on hydrophobic cores of proteins. In this approach, each training vector of SVM predictor contains two sliding windows of neighboring residues in sequence. Their central residues i and j correlate with the correspondence between the residue pair and one high hydrophobic core, and the corresponding target value 1 or 0 denotes the residue pair (i, j) corresponding with a relating or non-relating cluster.
After running SVM training process, the trained SVM predictor was used for test protein chains to locate their inter-residue contact centers. The performance of SVM can be obtained and shown in Figure 3 . It is evident that on average for all the 286 proteins in our dataset the accuracy can be up to 63.4%, the average specificity is 35% due to the unbalanced training dataset, the average sensitivity is 82.7%, and the average CC is 17%. It can be seen that the CCs for most protein chains are greater than zero except for only six protein chains. That is to say, our method holds true for almost all proteins. Since the number of negative training data is much more than positive samples, such high sensitivity denotes that most relating clusters can be predicted.
Discussion
This paper addressed the problem of predicting inter-residue contacts. To simplify this complicated problem, we proposed a new method to solve the problem of inter-residue contacts instead. It can reduce the computational complexity dramatically. In particular, this approach also provides useful information in the contact map prediction and furthers the prediction of 3D structure of protein. In principle, this approach is based on the fact that native contacts are grouped into contact clusters in protein's contact map and at the same time pairs of residues in high hydrophobic regions may cover almost all these clusters. We designed our predictor in such way that its input information is based on the pairs of residues in high hydrophobic regions.
Previous approaches always directly predicted the inter-residue contacts, while this paper provided a method that predicts the inter-residue contact cluster centers in contact map of protein with a higher accuracy than previous methods. Because no previous similar approaches to predict the centers, we may make comparisons between our research and other inter-residue contacts approaches indirectly. For instance, PROFcon method, about 30% of the predicted contacts are correct when considering the top L/2 predicted contacts, where L denotes the number of residues in the protein chain, and considering all contacts between residue pairs that are separated by at least 6 residues [9] . In our case, the number of observed inter-residue contact cluster centers is about L and 35% of the predicted contact clusters are correct ("specificity" in our paper). We can not directly compare the performance of our method with that of others, but for all others, the main advantage of our approach is its simplicity and its higher accuracy.
Furthermore, as we consider contact cluster centers of a protein chain from a protein oligomer, the performance decreased slightly due to the interaction between chains of a protein oligomer. However, even a chain with several domains can reduce the prediction performance. To clearly illustrate the result of our approach, we chose the protein PDB:1md6 to compare the predicted and the natural inter-residue contact cluster centers, as shown in Figure 4 . The protein PDB:1md6 is considered to belong to mainly beta class in CATH database [22] for 13 out of the 17 secondary structures are formed into three beta sheets.
The lower triangles of left side in Figure 4 , the 16 out of the 17 inter-residue contact clusters are made from these 17 secondary structures and the remainder one is also nearby the pair of secondary structures (3, 5) . It is observed based on Figure 4 that our predictor can correctly distinguish 11 clusters, which were marked as ellipses, from 17 natural contact clusters. This example seems to suggest that even though there are many redundantly or falsely predicted contact clusters and has a rather lower specificity of our predictor, our method may provide a simple and effective technique for solving the problem in the prediction of protein's structure.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a simple but effective approach to solve the problem in the prediction of inter-residue contacts. The main idea of our method is based on the contact clusters and the SVM. The prediction of the key inter-residue contact cluster centers is also important to study the protein structure compared to predict the contact map of protein. Although our approach seems simple and efficient, some aspects should be improved. Firstly, balancing the unbalanced training data may improve the performance of our approach. To decrease the number of negative samples, we should take advantage of other properties of amino acids and thus reduce the number of pairs of concerned residues corresponding to the natural inter-residue contact clusters, without dropping the coverage rate of those clusters. Finally, how to improve the performance of our approach is perhaps our future research work.
